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Petition Deadline

attem

Tkia afternoon ia the deadline for the return of all ASIS
petitions, according to Rob
Recker, ettlei justice of the
Student Court Candidat ea
should return petitions to the
AB office in the Student Union.
Vol. 43

San Jose,

The
weathertrun
slightly
saturated with the sprine seaann. aleeptly predicted that
the weather for the Santa Clara
Valley would continue fair today. tonight and tomorrow.
but with local morning high fog.
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Showing of Juarez SJS Blood Drive
Film To Highlight To Begin Today
Today’s Activities

Seniors Inspect
Campus Today

Fair Weather

At Student Union

1956

I One-Act Operas
To Start in College
Theater, Thursday

No. 110

Sophs Support
Council Proposal
Agree on Plan To Conduct Two Student Body
Elections Next Year as Aid to Participation

San Jose State began its ob-The Medium- and The Teleservance of Pan American Week’
e SJS Greeks will sponsor a phone," two
one act operas by
yesterday, commemorating the blood drive today in the Student Gian-Carlo Menotti, will be
prefirst International Conference of Union from 930 a.m. until 2:30 sented jointly by the
Drama al: 1
America. The activities
will
con.
p.m. The drive is being held as Music Departments in the College
The S.phein.ge t
at it, meeting yenterSa), voted to support
tinue through Friday
a community service project in Theater Thursday, Friday and the Student Council in proposing two student body eke:Dons for next
A filin, "Juarez" will be shown connection with "Greek Week." Saturday nights at 8:15 p.m
year. The vote count was 4:e1.
today in Room 118 of the Engi- . A mobile unit. from the Red
The presentation will be reOther gollcgcs have found this system helpful in stimulating
neering Building at 2:30 p.m The Cross will be set up at the Union.
film, starring Paul Muni, depicts ’ Students danwing blood should pealed April 17, 19, 20 and 21. student participatuin, Tom Burns, esphomore repreenttattve said.
President John T. Wahlquist
ss! President Ted Terzakis inform"The Telephone" is a comeds
the life of Benito Juarez, one not eat anything containing butgive the welcoming address
ev
ed the class that Don Ryan, liesof Mexico’s greatest social-reform ter for at least three hours prior concerning two young lovers w
to the students who will ’totemmore repre.sentative to the Stupresidents.
Juarez
has
often
finally
solve
the
problem
been to the donations. according to a
of a
ble in Morris Dailey Auditorium ,
dent Council. would remain a
School Segregation," a sympo- called the "Abe Lincoln of Mexi- ’ representative from the Red marriage proposal over a tele. .
.
.
candidate for ASH vice president
the
California
co.
He
held
office
during
the
phone
.
The
lovers
are
played
by
Cross. However. donors may,
president, %sal greet them on sium sponsored by
To
He is currently hospitalized due
Rossi
and
troubled
1860’s.
or
fruit
Carole
Robert
Gibbs
!drink coffee
juices be. Student Teachers Association,
behalf of the student body.
to a stomach ailment
give
"Around Latin America," a fore they
blood.
will be presented tonight at 7:30
"The Mectimn" is a story dealGeorge M Mardikian, owner
Terzakis initiated arrangements
Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of
Persons
who
have
given
blood ing with the motives of frustra- of the Omar Khnyyam reataur- for scheduling protective dates
Concert Hall of the travelogue in color provided by
students, wil speak on student o’clock in the
during
the
last
19
days
will
Pan American Airways will also
not tion, fear and anger as expressed ants, author, and adviser to the for next year’s sophomore aetiviaffairs and extra-currieular ac- Music Building.
be shown. Preceding the film, be allowed to donate today.
by a medium after a seance. Miss American government, will speak titer Barbara Dale’s committee
tivities. Alias Viola Palmer, adThe
fraternity
or
sorority
Three men, each possessing a Latin American dances will be
I Maurine Thompson, associate pro- at 10.30 a m. Friday in the Con- on speakers met after the regular
missions officer, will explain SJS
with
the
highest
percentage
of
by
Jean
Peterson,
Billy
fessor of music will sing the lead cert Hall of the Music Building. meeting.
different background, will pre- , given
entrance requirements and proIts members Riving blood will I role in the productions. Others
Dubois, and Laren Croft.
- sent their views on the highly!
be
awarded
a
trophs.
The
cup
I in the cast are Jane Ann Fritz.
’
The week’s activities will he
JUNIORS APPROVE BIDS
controversial issue.
highlighted by an address by
Robert Montilla, Barbara Wells,
Bids for the Junior Prom, as
C"irilelekhedapnrce:etartheatHtahoealaiallinFranklin H. Williams, secreRichard Styles, Bonnie Bonne and
Dr. J. Hos%ard Craven. assortprepared by the printer. were
Gardens
Saturday
night.
Lary .counsel far the West (oast
Marilyne
ate economist of Rank of Ameriapproved at the Junior Class
Lawton Thomas, of Kappa AlRegion of the National Associca in San Francisco. The address
W Gobsan Walters, associate
meeting yesterdkiy The dance
ation for the :advancement of will he presented temorrow in pha. is the chairman of the "Greek professor
of music, will conduct
Is scheduled for next month.
Week"
blood
drive.
Colored People. will present the
Auditorium
!shirr’s Dailey
at
the performance and John It
The Hi Lo’s, who were voted
views of his organization on the
1110 a to His talk is entitled.
"Greek Week" was tweed last Kerr, associate professor
on to be featured at the prom,
of draright when Dr. Otho C. Williams.
..Fennorni,.
Dgysiniunciit, in
subject.
reported an added expense for
, professor of English, addressed ma. will direct tile staging
Dr G W. Ford, head of the Latin America."
their rehearsal leaving the entera mass meeting’ of ’sorority sod
J.
Wendell
Johnson
is
designgeneral, secondary department
Dr. Craven has served as eCall- fraternity members in the Morris ing
tainment as not selected. A second
sets
and
Berneice
Prisk
is
will represent the views of a omist with the State Depnrtrnent Dailey Auditorium
chniee for the intermission entertin7arilgniisngteeelb’entiuomales. Roll in Burk person who has observed racial , and with the planning staff of the
tainment is tile Paris Sister; More
Surprise entertainment was
director
relations under a variety of cir- , Secretary of Interior. He was as- presented at the meeting
information is needed and anothwhen
different
cumstances and in many
signed to La Paz, Bolivia, fromm ’, Marion Brugnone, female Res eler voting will take place at next
Institute
states
1952-54 by the
of Interweek’s meeting.
ries lead. sang. "I Think Its
Affairs,
where
he
se-Bid sales will begin soon to
Harry Fosdick, secretary of the American
Love." one of the songs to he
cd
in
an
administrative
capacity
cover the expense of the prom
featured in this year’s praducpersonnel standards commission
in
connection
with
the
United
tien.
The class has to raise more than
of the California Teachers Associ:
9700 dollars by bid sales alone.
ation will present the views of States technical aid program .
Other entertainment wa...
Following the address, a special sented by "The Clark Biggs Trio."
Prethe teaching profession
luncheon will honor . the guest an instrumental group; "The
FROSH HEAR PLANS
Since the Supreme Court rul- ,
!
The Freshman Class met a-esterJames Leigh. junior
ion, fesbithsee .seeeemulai in Ispeaker at the Catholic Women’s Guys... a vocal ye-onn; and the
rna
DEAN ROBERT S. MARTIN
day
afternoon and liatened to
Crider.
Delta Gamma sorority, which jor and editor of Reed magazine,
. . . Greets Visitors
public sehools. President EisenGEORGE M mARDIMAN
two speeches--one by Ray Freeshown sang a medley of folk tunes.
"walked away" with top honors in
Exhibits
will
be
requested
that
Conbower has
man. another by Jerry McCarthy
Speaker
cedures to the students. Hawing
this year’s James. D Phelan Literthroughout the week by the
cress finance a hi-partisan studs
rotnIsr,e)rnrieengedist.esdtwothemonlatee,st
ary contest, the English Departand finance: also will be discus- of the matter. The recent riots
National SfielleP and Home Ecoment announced yesterday.
sed.
mimics departments, and the
at the University of Alabama
onT’l’iSeonigmotedf America" thelltlitletaolkf ’ making projects, according to Bill
college library.
Leigh placed first and second his forthcoming autobiography.
Representatives from the Army prompted this action on his
Sturgeon, class president.
onblesim
i
part.
Arrangements
for
the
in
three
divisions
of
the
contest’s
and Air Force ROTC units will
He has worked on such projects , Freetnan told of the distinct
absei
rnso
e
fh
a
tsb.ec
ix.
He
took
prizes
program
in
the
lyric.
Hoover’s
explain their training
aa. President
food re- . advantages and tremendous enCSTA president William Blum
Pan mAmeric)a’n pro- ,
-The Revival of Nationalism free verse, and short story dial- fl iocofd program
ttlre
and opportunities of the service. says that a "standing room only" ,
deausrl: joyment he had at Camp Winiwagram committee of the Social in Africa and the Middle East" ’ sions He will receive prise money
army
The high school students will ctrowd is expected to attend the ! science Division faculty They in- ’ is the subject to be debated by amounting to $160. He took a total ing World War Two and the ka summer vacation program off
and advised students to ’i elude, Miss Clara Hinze, Mrs
the shores of Lake Michigan. He
visit departments of Their major i talks
’ Harold Uncas Serner and Pout of nine places
Korean conflict. and on the }Rios.- ’ stated that applications can still
; come cal a.
interests from 2 to 3 pin.
i Mildred
Winters, Edward J. J. Svanholm. two Scandinavian
er
Commission
on
Organization
Edith Alcock, junior tnglish
be obtained in the Student Union.
During this hour. counselors,
Rogers, Dr. Edwin Flittie and students, and Edith Alcock and
of the Executive branch of the
major from Sunnyvale, took
McCarthy
spoke concerning
visiting the campus with the
Dr. Leonard Weiss
Hugh Roberts, SjS students, at first and second prise in the
government
next Tuesday’s high school visistudents. Neill meet with Dean
the annual International Debate sonnet dl % ision. She also
tation
program
and stated that
PlacMardikian is currently a momItems Dean Martin, Miss lb-len
in the Concert Hall Thursday at ed third in the short story diviber
large of the Boy Scouts of 25 more students are needed to
Dimmick, associate dean of atu7:30 pm.
sion.
and
act
as
guides
on
that day.
fifth in free verse.
America, San Francisco Opera
dents; Dr. Fred F. Ilarcleroad, i
Serner, 24. was graduate( from
Carol Nanney announced that
ASSOCiSti011. Save the Children
Jame:,
di-an of instruction: Dr. Lowell ! Members of Student Court will
Ahern
was
awarded
first
the University of Stockholm and
Federation, Armenian Apostolic the snow cone stand will not
M. Walter. chief counselor; Dr. l concern themselves with the forthwas the Swedish delegate to the and second prize in the play divi- Church, California Writers Club, operate on Fridays as had been
(’. Richard Purdy, professor of I coming ASE elections at their
sion.
Julia
Bolton
received
top
Students interested in becom- Annual Conference of the Interscheduled previously The project
mathematics; James F. Jacobs, meeting’ tomorrow afternoon at ’ inn’ members of the Public Rela- national Students Movement for honors in essay She also placed California Historical Society and
the Press and Union League Club will begin operation., next Monassistant professor of English 3.30 o’clock in the Student Union, lions Committee are invited to the UN which was held at Gene- third in the play division.
day in the Outer Quad from 10:30
, Mamie()
and Leslie W. Ross. registrar.
according to Bob Becker, chief attend today’s meeting in Room va in 1954.
Kawaurhi
received of San Francisco.
to 1 30 a m It will operate on
fourth
prize
in
the
sonnet
ciiviNearly 1000 high school seniors justice20 at 2:30 p.m.
Alcock
and
Roberts
won
He
is
a
frequent
contributor
to
.
Miss
Mondays and Wednesdays at that
Sion, and third prize in essay.
magazines, and gave his philo- time until the end of school.
from Santa Clara County high The
invitation
was
issued
by
honors
in
Portland,
Oregon
last
No trials or other judicial matsophy
in
the
"Words
to
Live
By"
;
schools will be on campus next ters are slated for the session, Bruce Carter, student chairman
hmonth
ool when
F, .sten:hey participated in
Further breakdown of the
- -- Tuesday. This visitation will be but Becker reports that ASH peti- of the group, who stated he wishes discussions of the American publie wineers is as follows: Rosemary column of This Week magazine
GRAD FEES DEADLINE
an all-day affair starting at 9:30 lions- -circulated by candidates to increase the size of the comSmith, fourth price in short last Jun,
,
In a meeting of the Senior Class
a m. with an assembly in Morris during the past weekmay be mittee from its present 10 memDr. Fred F. Harclernad, dean story: James Houston. third
Council veaterday, Don Abinante,
Dailey AuditoriUm to be followed checked and processed.
bers.
of instruction, will moderate the priae in sonnet: I.. Keller, third
; senior class president, announced
by tours of the campus and deNext year’s centennial eche- debate. Dr Lawrence Mouat is I psi" in I, rir.
, tomorrow as the deadline for pay.
partmental visits. After lunch
The Court also will continue to bration makes the expansion no- director of the Forensics Organ1-1
ment of graduation fees.
First prize in each of the six i
ss
work on the canslidates rally set eessary, due to the additional work zation, which sponsors the annual
there will be another assembly
Abinante stated that all stuAu seniors graduating this
divisions
,
is
thirty
dollars,
secona
in Morris Dailey from 1 to 2 p.m. for the Monday of election week. load.
debates. _
third, and fourth prizes are
rune eho plan to participate dents who expect to he graduated
teen, ten, and five dollars, r.
in all graduation activities. have this June must have their fees
will
All the divisions (
until lAteinesdas aped II. to paid by this date since there
no extension
UN
uprt
Model
and essay awarded
Pay graduation free of $15 to be
Al Hahn, Senior Ball chairman,
the Student Affair. Ruaineas
prizes.
informed the council that the HiOM, e Room 16
The material was judged by
Tones will by on hand during the
English Department faculty memintermissions of the dance to
bers. Top prize-winning tr.....
furnish entertainment.
By DON OSBORNE
Bob Barry’s seven piece band
conteoversV over the possession \eill be included in this s
will furnish the music at the
The final day of the Model of W.
Iran Both the Nether- edition of the Reed. SJSs
7Olited Nations was one of mixed land,
Kindergarten - primary piano Senior This’ festivities aecarclinst
Indonesia have been literary magazine, which will be
evoninatinns will be given next to Sherry N’uernherg, Semler Day
motions for most of the dele- d .
poss.easinn of this land published late in May
. _ .
,ettek. Three- who need to take chairman, Tickets for Senior Day
gates involved. Some were pleasThe Trusteeship Council I....;he test should sign up with Mrs %sill go on sale in the Graduate
ed and others not so pleased.
Ported that it had agreed te
atm Sabrizio, echicatian ’,art-tare Manager’s office May 7, aecording
The day started off with a aes- select Ore, ’,Allan. to mediate
1 Room 159
to Miss Nuernberg.
cod plenary session of the Geethis problem The propoeil had
eral Assembly in the Gill Colibeen initial’s introduced to the
PRESS ROUNDUP
seum. This consisted of repor7s
UsSR iSisi and New Zealand
made to the General Assembly ((Wirer of Idaho).
Lversose la invited to the ramse the different committees and
One of the amusing F:tisalions
proposals -ulon’tted for aporwal that tosk pla .e during the day pus-wide faculty fireide at the
Refuses To Review 1953
One ef the biggest proposals was afforded by a delegate from home of Dr. Gene A. Wallar. prnfessor
of
psychology,
tomorrow
was offered Its the Seeuriiv
!he United Kingdom (Lois-is and
Cowell. It st.Is a recommenda
Clark (’ollege) During the Gen- evening. according ta Dick San- Conviction of Congressman Bramb!ett
lion that the General ..taaembh
era! Assembly discussion over (trees Student V’s fireside chairadmit stidan as a member to
(UP)
The fƒtiller;y
’he C’yprus issue, the UK deic- , man.
WASHINGTON
the Model United Nations The e:0e mar to a point of order de-as eonvicted of makine a fat-e
The sl" is sponsoring the fire- Supreme Court yesterday refused
recommendatien as veted and
elaring that the UN had no juris- side, and perems interested should to review ille 1953 conviction of statement to the house; disburstng
Passed to a iinanimon. decision.
diction over Cyprus.
! meet at the "V". corner 9th and former Representative Ernest K ’ office
This !as
-ncern- DELEGATION "WALKS OUT" !San Antnnin street.. by 730 pm. Erarnblett (11-Calif.) in
mg Sudan
1.-staig and
lion with a payroll kickback
Iii’ was tailed out of order by
DEFENSE FUNDS
will be voted on in the fall by the chair but refused to leave
.scheme.
the UN. Consequently the Model the podium and continued to
The Court’s brief -order means
WAEH1NGTON -- (UP) --PreUnited Nations will be larger speak while the chair continued
Bramblett’s .sentence soon be- , sident Eisenhower asked Cononines effective lie drew a susIto than the VII by one member to call him out of order Finally
Sti compared to 76) until this the parliamentarian gave the
month jail term. greae yesterday to increase deThe Rally Exerutise ( ommitpended
’1.11
II NST. a pre-legal Fall.
a fine of CSOM iiiiI ii e:ir’s pro- !erase appropriations for the e ’,msignal to the security officers to tee still meet todas in the Stuini fiscal sear by $547,100.000.
%Indent, addre-sed the if:curial
CONTROVERSY
help hint off the podium. lie waa dent I Mon at 2:30 p.m., ae- bation
Another decision was presented carried back to his section. PromChief ’Justice Earl Warren and More than half of the extra funds
Assembly of the afield United
carding
to
Jim
CottreJl.
chairH.
Burton
took
%yin go to strengthen the nations
Justice Harold
nations last WednesdaN night in before the General Assembly ptly the rest of the UK delegaShortly after the admittance of tion picked up their materials man
H-bomb fleet of 8-52 jet bombno part in the action.
Itussian.
’ Sudan. It concerned the present and walked out.
The three-term Congressman, ers.

Approximately SOO high sshool acniora today are looking over
S.’S as a part of the annual visitation day program, sponsored by the
college.
The visitation day, headed by Robert S. Martiit, associate dean of
students, is designed to acquaint seniors from the San .lose. area with
admission requirements and give .
them a general orientation of the
college
SchoCli

SPgregation
ymposium Topic

George Mardikian
Speak Friday

English Major Nabs
Top Phelan Honors

^

Topic of Debater
Nationalism Revival

Court To Discuss
ASB Elections

Public Relations
Group To Meet

Senior Dues

Unanimously Accepts Sudan as Member...pectively.
SJS Proposes Mediation West Iranian Problem

Student Y Invites
Everyone to Meet

Piano Examinati ons

UNITED

Sureine Court

Rally Committee
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EDITORIAL

’L%t

CheatingWhose Fault?

Praise for Glee Club
Congratulations to

(Editor’s Note lite si’ 1R1 \ I OLV published an
II. entitled "(
on
exams and
cheating. In a rerent nat. release in alcCall’s magazine
are esepts front the artir le.

standing.
room-ouly gathering of enthusiastic listeners.
In this, my fourth year at State,
I could appreciate this performance which was as spectacular as
any Use ever seen here.
Gus Lease. director of the
Glee Club and each person who
ParilripAted in the program
should be given a vote of thanks
for making the concert one leo.
mendous suer...tt It was.
I wish the Gus I.ease Men’s
OleeiClub lots of success.
I hope that it becomes a traditional part of the evn--popular
San Jose Stile musical repertoire.
PHILIP E GORDON
ASB 7527

In many cases, we actually are teaching our children

to cheat, McCall’s charges. Cheaters outnumber non-

cheaters today in most United States colleges and high
schools.
The magazine placed the blame on students, parents
and teachers alike, but placed special emphasis on adults
who cut ethical corners, thereby setting a bad example
for their children.
Overemphasis has been placed on the importance
of marks, the magazine further charges. Such high value
is placed on grades that a student will use any means to
get an A or B. In the struggle to get a good grade, the
student loses sight of the real goals of education.
In nine cases out of ten, the pressure for good.
grades, with all its attendant bribing and bullying by
parents comes from home, not school.
IRVIN J BEEBE sits before
transmitting set in antic’’Many adults are in no position to guide children radio
ipation of receiving messages
along a golden educational path, and that is what it fro
m
other "ham" operatara
amounts to when parents keep a child home from school set-% Inc the Northern California
for a social event only to send the child back the next
day with a phony sickness excuse. Equally evil is the father
who boasts at the dinner table of cheating on his income
tax, "fixing a parking ticket, or padding an expense account.McCall comments: "Apart from the morality of the
JIM K 1.1.1.ENBACH
matter, think of the waste that’s involved: Couldn’t the -7110Pƒday
. Mayday .. .
time and effort teachers now spend trying to outwit ,ij!..! * These were the frantic word:
cheaters be far better used in an all-out attack on the the operator called over the mi
Icrophone. Many miles away an oproots of the problem?
erator. sitting before a maze of elec-

More on Voter Apathy
netoork. Beebe is not only chief
operator. hut president of the
5.1s radio club.
Photo It sdeinreich

gear. heard the urgent SOS
call and immediately set about receiving the emergency message.
Within a matter of minutes he had
relayed it on.
These two operators were not
just ordinary radio operators. but
members of the Pacific Division of
American Radio Relay League.
More commonly they’re referred to
simply as "hams."
These amateur radio operators
do an important Joh, one that of.
ten goes unnoticed and unsung
bs the average person.
They’re prepared for service in
any kind of situation that might
Last winterewhen the Christmas
floods seriously threatened Santa
cruz, Eureka. Yuba City and Mathese "hams" worked for
o weeks receiving and sending
...tress messages. They were on 24
or duty throughout that period.
Help Red Cross
Another service they often per-rin is to provide communication
iƒa- the Red Cross
They are prepared to go into
immediate action in the event of
a national emergency.
Then there are other occurtronic

a

Spa2tan

with

Blue Coral Paste Wax
Or

Porcelainize

Kryger’s Car Polishing
549 PARK AVENUE
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San Jose
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YOU stop, we hop to
serve you a snack ...
right in your car!
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

SPIVEY’S DRIVE-IN
12th & Santa Clara

Open 24 hours

See This Spring Bouquet
of Magnificent Diamonds!
who will experience
Be among the happy women
the thrill of wearing new diamond creations in
April! This is the diamond hirthsione month
their
and its the time June brides announce
diamond ring onfinger,’
u
engagements
Choose (ram Proctor’s spring garden of true
masterpieces! Groom’s rings are asailable. too,
matching lI the designs shoot). Su burry la!

&MINK

FOR$250
IN

Dear Thurst and Parry:
After reading Mr. Simpson’s
letter to
cannot help but feel a little disgusted
with this type of attitude. Mr.
Fancy, for whom I have high regard, did not assume that officers
elected from only 10 per cent of
the
or worse
if they were
elected by 80 per cent. What he
did say
obviously more
body feeling.
How
a bare 10 per cent
have any real basis
upon NVIlieh to
the
student body? You, Mr. Simpson,
probably are one of those who feel
that it doesn’t make any difference whether Or not we have

Thrust and Parry. I

aorkham the real thing is not recognizEx - able,"
"Although the
derlust, is
I.egion still has an element of
other glamor, the members for the most
Spartans
travel-on-a-shoenothing to do since there
string journeys.
’ is no war with the Arabs. My
After leaving 5.15 with an AB biggest shock was that most of
in social science. Morrow did the members were not French’"
graduate work at the universities Ile explained that Foreign Legion
of Paris and Heidelberg in inter- members at present are mostly
national relations to give him an Germans. Slays and other eastern
itu.ight into the foreign scene he Europeans.
has learned to know so well.
His tour is intended for 20
Satisfs Mg his life-long desire ! persons from 20 to 30 years of age.
to
ge- The

travel and study practical
80-day tour ori/inates in
ography, Morow took a unique Vancouver where the members
iand journey from California to take the polar route air way ta
Argentina via 15 Latin American Europe The tour includes a comcountries. He is convinced that prehensive survey of the contianyone who has the real desire nent, with ample free time in the
Call travel despite the lack of major cities for more thorough
funds. Morrow used local trans-1 concentration in areas of individPortation. including canoes and ual interest, according to Morhors., trails, through Latin Amer- row.
ica.
The entire price of the tour
GETS BY ON SHOESTRING from San Francisco to San Fran"Not only did I prove I could
for the 60 days is $1440
get hr on a shoestring, but I felt
that my method enabled me to
Itbsorb much more of the local
"See- with EASE
culture of the countries," Morrow said.
and COMFORT
After his Latin American experience. Morrow took a five
DR. CHENNELL
month lecture tour to Europe
telling of his Latin American
trip and showing slides of the
Aztec and Inca civilizations.
Eyes Refrocted
Morrow names his visit to a
Glasses Made IL Serviced
French Foreign Legion outpost
OPTOMETRIST - OPTICIAN
as one of the most interesting experiences in world travels
254 S. Second
CY 5-2747
FOREIGN LEGION IDLE
Member of SPAR-TEN
"Compared to the Hollywood
(.151,0

eligible voters would be any
better
than
was that a 90 per cent
vote is
representative of student
rances that come lip unexpectedin the world can officers
ly. What happened to Irtin J. elected by
of
Beebe, president of the s.ls Am- the voters
ateur Radio Club. is an example
form an adminisof this.
tration fitted to the needs of
Beebe was operating WWI.. the
campus amateur radio station.
when over the microphone he heard
with
a Mayday call. The operator on the
a
other end of the line relayed a mes. student body government
Max Shulman
sage that an ambulance and the
I assume this because of your
(Author of ’ Barefoot Boy with Cheek," ao.)
highway patal were needed at an ridiculous reference to a twoaccident near Bakersfield. The op- headed monkey. As long as you
erator asked Beebe to relay the are a member of this college.
message to the highway patrol at from the day you start until the
Bakersfield. Beebe couldn’t reach day you finish here, you should
MONEY ISN’T EVERYTHING
the Bakersfield station. but did be highly Interested in student
asked the makers of Philip Morris an enterprising
reach KSAVC in San Luis Obligati. body activities. If you are not. andI have
aggressive group of men; yet at the same time warm and
Bakersfield Reached
then
why
going
are
you
here?
lovable: though not without acumen, perspicacity, and drive;
KflAVC succeeded in reaching
ducation’s sake alone?
which does not, however, mask their essential greatheartedness;
Bakersfield within a matter of min- For
What
is
the purpose of educautes. An ambulance and a highway tion if not to prepare us for life a quality evident to all who have ever enjoyed the beneficence and
patrol ear were so,,n on the scene. in this world? It’s not all a mat- gentleness of their wares; I refer, of course, to Philip Morris
Fortunately no one was seriously ter of books and reports and ex- Cigarettes, a smoke fashioned with such loving care and tenhurt.
with such kind regard that these old eyes grow misty When
Part of education’s dered
The SJS station stayed on the aminations.
I
think upon it - I have asked, I say, the makers of Philip Morris
goal is to prepare you to live In
air until everything was under
that aggregate of shrewd but kindly tobacconists, that covey
with your fellow man.
control at the scene of the acci- harmony
of enlightened Merry Andrews, that cluster of good souls bound
This
you
cannot
do
if you do
throughout
dent. Many amateurs
take Interest in civic affairs, together by the profit motive and an unflagging determination
the state were standing hy to not
to provide all America with a cigarette forever gentle and
in this case, student body afhelp if more assistance had been or
fairs.
eternally pleasing - I have asked, I say, the makers of Philip
needed, Beebe said.
RON GILPATRICK
Morris whether I might use today’s column to take up the
’’A part of the !vague or net
ASR 7058
controversial question: Should a coed share expenses on a date?
as it is more commonly known
"Yes," said the makers simply. We all embraced then and
totes code. such as the Central Valsqueezed each other and exchanged brave smiles, and if our
ley Net, while others use the
’phone. Most of the college radio Student Government
eyes were a trifle moist, who can blame us?
amateurs use the microphone setup." according to Harry M. Eng- Dear Thrust and Parry:
the topic then: Should a coed share expenses on a date? I
wicht. associate professor of engin- In reference to Mr. Simpsnn’s To
think I can best answer the question by citing the following
recent article, I do not see how
eering.
case:
Engwicht presentl:’ is not only any "intelligent" student at San typical
Poseidon Nebenzal, a student at Oklahoma A and M, majoring
to
the
radio
club
on
camJose
State
can
not
know
anything
adviser
hides and tallow, -fell-witilly-in-leve with Mary Ellen Flange,
pits. hut also is president of The about the candidates or the is- aInflax
weevil major at the same school. His love, he had reason
Pacific Division of American Radio sues. There are several ways you to believe
from Mary Ellen’s sidelong glances and maidenly
Relay League.
and other students can find out
what the qualifications of the can- blushes, was not entirely unrequited, and by and by he Mustered
Receives News Stories
are and what the issues
There’s no end to Beehe’s ama- didatesmean.
teur radio duties. Last week. Beebe realy
was kept busy receiving news First, there are the Student
stories on the model iT N. session Council meetings which are open
body Second. there
at Oregon State College by way of to the student
are the Chits Councils which are
radio transmission
up for class government
The Oregon radio operator set
Third, and perhaps most comsent the nests dispatches eaeh
is the Spartan Daily. The
evening from Corvallis following mon,
paper puts out a special election
the day’s general session.
for those who don’t
Beehe’s radio "headquarters" are editionthejustcandidates
and the islocated in the Engineering Build- know
sues. Mr. Simpson, I for one caning.
not see how any person can say,
love was tot eateety dlliroatecy
"I don’t vote because I don’t
know the candidates."
Sorely. Mr. Simpson. you
enough courage to ask her the all-important question: "Will
don’t realty mean that student up
you wear my 4-H pin?"
government is of "little Interest
"Yes," she said simply. They embraced then and squeezed
( difornia ,Student Teachers or of minor consequence." and each
other and exchanged brave smiles, and if their eyes were
that
if
a
"two-headed
monkey"
Are
gggation will hear guest speaka trifle moist, who can blame them?
segwere
elected
president
he
could
ers discuss the problems of
For a time things went swimmingly. Then a cloud appeared.
do little damage. Evidently you Mary
regation tonleht at 710 o’clock in
Ellen, it seems, was a rich girl and aecustomed to costly
the Concert Hall of the Music do not realise Just what the
Poseidon was bone-poor and he quickly ran out of
Student Council does here on pleasures.
Building
Unable to take Mary Ellen to the posh places she fancied
I think we can correct- money.
Christian Science Organisation campus.
ly assume that if there weren’t and too proud to tell her the reason, he turned surly and full of
will meet teilav at 7:30 p m. in
any student government, we melancholy. Senseless, violent quarrels developed. Soon it apthe College Chapel.
no athletic Pro- peared that the romance, so promising at the beginning, was
Industrial Arts Club will meet would have
so to speak: no school headed for a breakup, but at the last moment, Poseidon mantoday at 11:30 a.m. in the In- gram,
dances or recreation: no school aged to blurt out the truth.
dustrial Arta Lecture Room.
Lutheran Students Association paper to Inform the students
of campus activities.
will meet toffight at 710 o’clock
"Oh, beloved agrarian!" cried Mary Ellen, grappling him
Perhaps you should open your
In the Strident Y.
close. "Oh, proud husbandman! Oh, foolish reaper! Why have
eyes
officerg
and
ears
and
learn
what
is
Phi
will
.elect
KaPins
you not told me before? I have plenty of money, and I will conon at State. You and other
at its meeting today at 7:30 pm. going
tribute according to my ability."
will have a good chance
In the Fir:t Methodist Church. students
of course, protested, but she finally persuaded him
do this before the next election of Poseidon,
Occupational Therapy Club will to
the wisdom of her course. From then on they split all exthe special edition of the penses
meet tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. In Besides
according to their incomes. Rather than embarrass
Staartan Daily there will he a spe1172
Poseidon by handing him money in public, a joint bank account
election rally for the purpose
Public Relations Committee will cial
was set up to allow him to write checks. Into this account each
you become acquainted
meet today at 2:30 p.m. In Room ofwithletting
week they faithfully deposited their respective allowances - 36
the candidates and plat2(1
It Is hoped that you and cents from Poseidon; $2300 from Mary Ellen.
Rally Committee executive forms
And it worked fine! Gone was all the arguing and bickering.
council will nieet today at 2:30 "the majority" will plan to attend this rally, and that you will They were happy truly happy! And what’s more, when they
p In the Student Union.
vote hitelligently in the graduated they had a nice little nest egg - eight million dollars
Ski Club will Meet today at 7:30 be able toelection
- with which to furnish a lovely apartment in Lubbock, Texas,
I) m to sign up for April 17 skat- comingGAM
CLARE
K
where today they’ operate the local laundromat.
ing trip
ASB
10795
Student Christian Council will
So you see? You too can salvage your failing romance if you
_
.
*meet today at 1:30 p.m. in MeWill only adopt a healthy, sensible attitude toward money.
medal Chapel
nohow
Ride
Student Democrats of Santa
when
Philip
1/orrls.
Popular
UNITED TAXI
prices
Clara County will meet today at
still prevail for fhb,
gentle cigarette, oho., makers bring
111-11
on date’s
yoo
th- 111191ffiN ftWty
Willow’ Men.
CY 4-2324
Spartan Spinners will meet today at 8 pm. at YWCA.

’Hams’ Ready for Action
If Emergencies Occur

Give Your Car

Ex-Spartan Proves
’Travel Not versions
Expensive
of the Foreign Legion.

Dear thrust and Parry:
the Men’s
lb xiii I Its il:1f
Glee Club. Its performanee on
Spart
campus a short while ago was Morrow, a
ss1 %VI!
Morrow said.
loudly applauded by a
now back in the United
States hoping to attract
on his
part have

editorial
itralint4 WhONr Fault’!" It asserted
".edt.t"drY. Jan.
grades ate the num
Hirt unfair
WO moth emphasis
(Jose, of
the situation is re-emphasiled. hut in r little different halt. FolIONing
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COP, USF

SJS Stanford Meet Today7 Next Foes
Tuesday, April 10. 1956
SPARTAN DAILY
3

Teams Have Split Pair;

Scoreboard

Williams’ Nine Rd Hot
Spartan basehallers, on 3 hot
halting streak that has seen them
wore 42 runs in their last three
games, meet Stanford today at 3
p in at Palo Alto.
Tuck Halsey (4-2), San Jose’s
ace righthander, will start on the
mound as the Spartans go after
their 10th victory of the season.
Halsey hulds an earlier victory
over Stanford, shutting the Indians
out here.
Stanford, who has Hi wins
against only two losses, probably
will start its mainstay, Ray Young.
The Indians were defeated by San
Diego State. Stanford defeated San
Jose in the Spartans’ opener.

YESTERDAY’S NSWTS
Gall- College et Son Mateo 14, San
late J.V. 7.
TODAY’S EVENTS
Baseball. San Jobe at Slanford, 3 IS
p in , Harlribil j.0 at San JO.. Froth,
3 15 p.m.
Golf Sal Jose at Son ficantisro State
(Sharp P.Ark), I pm.
Tennis San 10,0 Pied’ al Slanfetd
Emits, 2 p.m

Golf Team
To Battle
SFS Today

The Spartans scoring peak so
for in the season came in the
ll’OP game Saturday when sun
Jose scored l "tins. It was the
highest total registered by the
local team since 1953 when it
scored 27. ’

Starting for 515 today are
Clifford. catcher; Halsey, pitcher; Ed King. first base; Stan
Beasley, second base: Don Bodeen, third base. and Bill Rah .
ming, shortstop.
Reynolds starts in left field, Joe
Winstead in center, and Roza in
right.
Statistics for the Spartans, who
have won nine while dropping
seven:
Plow
Al H
Did. Nora
9
3
.1-rry Chlford
66 77
B.II Plahm1ng
70 75
Chuck Reynolds 33 1B
Bob Borghesani 79
9
Joe Winstead
49 13
71
6
Tuck Halsey
Ed King
78
B
Don Hodgen
60 17
Stan Beasley
37 16
lauct Dilbrt
37 17
Don Parrott
S
1
Harry Dciths
71
4
Jim Johnson
7
1
Hal Kolstad
7
0
Jim Craig
2
0
John Pastorally
7
0
B ill Kline,
1
0
Totals
S41 161
Opponents
311 125

esi
4
2
6
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

11
17
18
6
1
4
17
13
7
o
7
1
O

ea.
.556
.409
.357
327
11
106
756
7/16
aria
251
731
200
174
143
000
000
000
000
107
716

Sigma Alpha Lputai su,..ctsfully deiendesi it fraternity volleyball crown by defeating Delta Up-alien, It 13 and 16 14. Saturday
in the finals of the 1/41:)ohle elimination fraternity tournament
k, SAE rolled through the
Fresh from their second conse
Sparked by Cary Graham and (Id
cutive victory over the Santa Clara tournament with only one loss, a It 12 vtback to MI in the semiYouth Center, San Jose State’s a ar final: Ti,,- winners avenged that lor.; by whipping the second place
sity thinciada are preparing for finishers, 11 I I and II 11
In the opening round SAF downed Theta Chi, 11-9, 11-4, and
his week’s triangular affair against
[),en dropped Phi Sigma Kappa, I I , II 8 in the quarterfinals.
ollege of Pacific and the Univer
Members of the 4ampionsh1p team are Jack Crahb, DotrSchrnedsity of San Francisco at Stockton
i;11., , RFayBItterman.
red
Frahk Phil- Spartan mentor Bird Winter has
Abrams, Wally Parry,
announced that no Spartan all
run his usual event. This means Graham and Das.*
Alpha Tau Omella, defeated
that sprinters like Art Hiatt, who
normally place high in the 10o and by Delta Upailon in the finals
losers bracket, nailed down
220, will run in the 440, while of the
place, while Phi Sigma Kapmiddle distance aces Al Ross and third
. . . for your whole family
Cans Stanley will run sprints or pa was fourth.
in the world-famous pages
Intramural
director Charlie
go in the mile.
oh The Christian Science
Hardy has asked that students
Monitor
Enjoy Erwin D.
Neither COP nor (’SF, width
wishing to form an independent
had way ’,CI en men at a meet tournament should leave their
Conhom’s newest stories,
with Humboldt State and the names in the secretary’s office of
penetrating notional and inCal Aggies last acek. fieure to the men’s gym. The winner Olt
ternahonal news coverage,
give the Spartan %pikers much
in Independent tourney will play
how-to-do features, hometrouble. The Tigers have a fair
i;AF. for the college championship
making ideas
Every Issue
middle distance man in Jack
brings you helpful easy-toBarden, graduate of Willow Glen
read articles
High in San Jose, but other than
You can get this internothat the COP thinclads are not
Canal doily newspaper from
in the same class with the Spar. !
Boston by mail, without
The Women’s Athletic Assisi.;
tans.
extra charge. Use the couation will hold a Sports Day, so
Improvement of the Spartan urday. at San Francisco State Cs!
pon below to start your
team has been pleasing to coach lege. Two teams are being sent
subscription.
Winter. Lang Stanley continues to to play softball and several mem
be the top Spartan Stanley broke hers will play badminton.
The Christian Soence Monitor
the school record in the 440 with
One, Norway Street
A Bay Area Sports Day was held
Boston 15, Mass , U S A.
a swift :47 9 clocking Saturday. HP last Saturday with the University
1-526
Please send the Monitor to me
has run
in the 880 this year of California, Dominican, San Franand ia expected to lower this mark cisco State and 5.15 attending.
for Period checked
1 year $16 0
6 months $8 CI
when he gets in competition
3 months $4 0
against the Olympic Club and Fresno State in the next two weeks
STOCKTON --(UP)
Football
HICKS PERFORMANCE GOOD
Coach Jack (Moose) Myers of ColPacific
has
been
10dr:inns)
Perhaps the most pleasing per- lege of
named
formance in Saturday’s meet was athletic director at the school He
the performance of sprinter Ed will continue in his job as football
I IWO/
1511yl
IstOtO
Hicks, who won the 100 in :09.8, mentor.
Other top efforts were Lynn
Greene’s 217 ft. 7’.4 in. toss for
the javelin. Greene hit 231 ft. last
year but has been slow to roinst
into form. Ile now may be a thrs
DRIVE-IN DRY CLEANERS and SHIRT LAUNDRY
for a first place in next month
State College meet in Fresno.
One Stop
In by 900
Other personal bests turned In
Out by 5 00
by the Spartans were Ron Glee.
Service
dia’s :21.3 clocking in the 220,
of No Extra Charge
Ed Bill’s 156 foot discus toss
Don Malinoff continued to shoe
SECOND and SAN CARLOS
Improvement in the discus as he
(R.ght behind Newberry’s)
hit 155 ft. 2 In.
We give S B H Green Stomps
In the trash meet two Spartans
showed good improvement. Broad
Jumper Kermit Walker leaped 22
ft. 3 in his best ever performance.
while Jim LeGate cleared 12 ft.
in the pole vault The Spartabahes
return to action Saturday when
You will find
they meet Hartnett, Monterey, Oak
Veal Cutlet
land and San Jose Junior College
the finest
w th vegetable

For Splicers

Halsey Will
Face Indians

Dick Rohl, SFS. rightfielder, has
contributed heavily in the scoring
column for State. Inserted into the
lineup after regular center fielder
Claude Gilbert quit baseball for
spring football. the dimunitive outfielder has driven in eight runs
in only nine time at bat. Chuck
Reynolds, whosset a new Spartan
record by getting his sixth homerun of the season. Saturday. leads
the club in runs batted in with 18.
Catcher Jerry Clifford, who has
been performing yeoman duty behind the plate. leads the Spartan
bitters with a .409 batting average.
Bill Rahming, second with a .357
average, set a new school record
Saturday by belting out his ninth
double of the year.

SAE Captures Frat
Volleyball Tourney

Coach Walt McPherson’s varsity
golf team, undefeated so far this
season, with a record of five wins
and one tie will travel north today
to meet San Francisco State at
Sharp Park. The match is sched
tiled to begin at I p m
JACK CUMMINGS will be one
of the members of the mulefrilled Spartan golf team that
battles San Francisco State to

day. Cummings was high man as
SJS tied USC Friday, shooting
a 71.

ATO, KA Meet

Showdown Set in Frat
Basketball Loop Today

The Spartan golfers returned
from a successful trip to Southern
California this weekend which netted victories over Cal Poly and
Fresno Slate and a tie with the
powerful University of Southern
California.
Thursday SJS racked ttp a 22-5
win over Cal Poly at Morro Bay
as Ernie George of the locals shot
a sizzling 70 to gain high honors
for the day.

On Friday McPherson’a team
battled USC to a 13%-13v2 draw
It will he showdown time this atterie,i4I in the Fraternity Intra- at the Los Angeles Country Club
mural Basketball League when Alpha Tau Omega (8-1) takes on as Jack Cummings powered a 71.
Kappa Alpha (3.1) and Theta Chi (8,1) meets Sigma Alpha Epsiirm
Glenn Dooley, Charley Leider
(6 3).
and Cummings tied for high honors
The ATO KA affair is set to start at 4 &dock, while the Theta for San Jose on Saturday, each
shooting a 74 as the golfers edged
Chi-SAE tilt will go at 6.10 o’clock.
Should Kappa Alpha emerge victorious, the Don Hellmers led Fresno State 15-12 at the Fresno
Municipal course. Gil Tabor of the
crew probably will have cinched at least a tie for the fraternity title. Bulldogs came through
with the
ATO on the other hand runs into rugged Delta Upsilon on Thursday. best score of the day, shooting
Theta Chi, who knocked KA from the unbeaten ranks, will be a 73.
slightly favored to defeat SAE.
However, SAE still retains a
chance at the title and plan to
give the former quite a race.
Theta Chi is led by Dick Zimmerman, while Don Schrcreder has
been the big scorer for SAE.

Worthwhile
Reading .

WAA To Hold Sports
Day Saturday at SFS

Myers Athletic Director

SHANK’S

ARCHIE’S STEAK

Grid Coach Seeks Back
Replacements This Spring

In the Independent league the
Sparvet -Green
Squadcontest
Wednesday should decide the
With a total of 23 candidates to
championship.
choligKfrom, Coach Bob Bronzan’s
problem will be one of selection
Schedule:
rather than development as he atTomsday
tempts to find replacements for
4.0116.Alpha Tau Omega vs. Kappa last year’s starting halfbacks, Stan
1
Alpha
Beasley and Mel Soofig.
O
400Kappa Taw vs. Delta Upillon
There will be no less than 12
14 101
S.00Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Della men competing who have been
61
schooled in the Bronzan style
Sigma Phi
Split T at one time or another.
San Jose State Pitrhing statistirs-16
5:00M Kappa Alpha vs. Thto XI
Of these, four were members of
6-30Sigma Alpha Epsilon v.. Theta
gam...
last year’s Golden Raider squad
Player
C flt SO W I tRA Chi
One other, Pat Hiram, was a letter
B ill Kline
1
1
3 I 0 3 00 , 6.30Sigme Chi vs. Sigma Nu
winner during the 1953 and 1934
Sorghsani 7 11 76 1 1 1 SO
seasons
Turk Halsey 7 19 76 4 7 4 IS Wednesday
Walt Ackemann of Burlin6:30Newme five vs. Dugout Dandies
hal Koload
8 14 11 1 1 4 IS
game, the (Invite 5 ft. 11 in
Jim Johnson 4
7
9 0 1 1 14
6:30Phi Mu Alpha vs. Tau Dein
18f1 pounder, who provided the
Don Parrott
7
9
7 0 0 10 35
7:30--Bombew vs. Slip Sticks
outstanding offensive thrill of
Total,
16 59 99 9 7 3 99
7.30Phi Epsilon Kappa vs Outcasts the 1955 season with a 66-yard
Opponnts 16 86 68 7 9 1 76
punt return as the sun sounded
11.30IFT vs. Oriocce
In the Stanford game, could win
11:30Sperta Chi vs Roomers
a starting berth if he keeps
9-30Ravens vs. Dugout Dandles
away from the Inittry jinx.
9:30Oreen Squad vs. Sparvets
Don Greco. former captain of
the El Camillo J C Junior Rose
TItynday
Bowl squad. Is perhaps the best
6 30Alpha Tar Omega vs. WM defensive hack on the Spartan
qati ince State’s toistol team Upsilon
squid. Greco, a 5 ft. 10 in. 170
6.30Kappa Alpha vs. Delta. Slime Pounder, was the starting rieht
has placed fourth in the National
halfback before being injured UM
Colleviate Pistol Match, the Phi
7:30Lambda Clii Alpha vs. Theta XI year.
qates Revolver A190( is(ion announced this week.
RULLIAN RETURNS
7:30--Phl Sigma Keeps vs. Theta CIO
The Spartan shooters, coached
11:30PI Kappa Alpha vs. Sigma N.
Others rettrrning are Clive But11:30Simms Alpha Epsilon vs. Sigma Ilan, hard running All-Conference
to Cant. William A. Herrin,.
finished behind the U.S. Naval Chl
selection at Hartnett SC, a 5
Academy, the U S. Military Acain. 175 pounder, and Bill Montero
demy:. and Tesia9 A&M In the
froht Honolulu. All-Conference at
eight week competition.
Campbell High School, who is the
Albert Snares, are of the loexact size as Bullian.
- Outstanding of three halfbacks
cal soind, added another feather
can
liv
tak
moving np from the Dale Sumto his well stocked
er.; coached IV’s Is Dir k Loyd,
ins top individual honors. snare?
shot the flintiest sinele mall h
The San Jose State freshman an unheralded 170 pounder from
Dick scored six
score of 795 out of 300 and tennis team, victorious in its last Porterville
posted the hlehest eight-match two outings, will journey to Stan- touchdowns for the Ira last
average of 293.5.
ford today to meet the Indian season with the majority canting on long runs. Against the
frosh at 2 p m.
tough UniversPv of California
Wednesday the Spartan fresh- Ramblers, Lovd broke an av for
men scored their initial victory of two scoring dashes of over 40
the season by beating San Mateo varda. Others are Ted Chambers
College of San Mateo defeated J.C., 4-2. and followed up the next from Ashville, N (’
5 ft. g in.
the San Jose State Junior Varsity day with a 84 win over Hartnett 175 nnunder and Ed Alario, form7,
yesterday
at
Almaer
golf team. 14
All-City nerfonner at Santa
J.C.
den Golf Club Eddie Duino carded
Clara High School. Alario Is or.e
Coach
squatilogL,
to
lead
the
Spartane,
but
Hugh
Mumbrs
a 75
of the harvest of the halfbacks
honors went to San Mateo’s par Its fir,* match of the season
at 6 ft. I In and 1115 pounds.
breaking Bill West and Charles against Hartnett and then lost to
Max Coleys Spartababe team
Blackburn who came in with 70 Monterey Peninsula College before provides four aspirants that have
eVenling Its Sagan record at. 2-2. run at halfback plus one converted’
and 71.

end who may well be the fastest
of all the backs. All of those moving up from the frosh team are
on the small side but all are shifty
runners. Clarence Nunes, a member of the Spartan track team
was an ALL-SCVAL choice at
Santa Clara High School. He Is 5

;

ft 7 in. 155 pounder Smalest of
all the spring griders In John
Webb, a 154 pound flash from Salt
Lake City, Utah. He 18 a mere 5 ft.
5 in. tall.

’Sc

food

Large Bottle
Milk-10c

at
ARCHIE’S

545 South Second

HOUSE

7 A.M. to_LP.M.

CY. 5-9897

J. Paul Sheedy* Was Always A Scapegoat Till
Wildroot Cream-Oil Gave Biel Confidence

CONLEY SWITCHED
Al Conley, converted from end,
showed he will be one of the fattest
of the Spartan gridders by running
down COP flash Dick Bass in the
COP-SJS fresh game last year. Bass
had a 10 yard lead at the beginning of the chase.
Gary Webb, 5 ft 9 in 170 pounder from Bakersfield is the other
freshman moving up.

Spartan Pistol Team
Places 4th in Nationals

WALT ACKEMANN
. . . Can be A Starter

Of the newcomers to SJS,
(harks Brooks, a break away
runner from Santa Rosa J(’
where he was an All-Conference
player appears to have the best
chance of landing a starting
berth In the spring and Spartan
Bowl tilts. Brooks accounted for
several long scoring runs and is
a 5 ft. S in. 170 pounder. Ben
Guzman. an ALL-SCVAL selection at James Lick High School
has been hampered by a leg Injury but appears to be In top
form for the spring drills. He is
a 5 ft. 10 in. 175 pounder.
Iither newcomers are Tom Burr
of Sutter Creek, 5 ft 11 in and
182 pounds; charlie Collin:
King city, a 5 ft 10 in 170 pound
speedster who played in last years
Spring Bowl game. Ken Mahorfƒ
All Conference at Santa Moro .
High Schrvil, a 5 t.! 1117
pounder; Don McDermott of itui
bank. a 5 ft. 9 in tail and weighing 170 pounds; Mike Mills, a 173
pounder from Santa Barbara; Jim
Riley from Bakersfield JC: Guils
Tonin from Susanville; and Han.
Pollard from Wasco.

Spartababe Netmen
Travel to Stanford

J.V. Golfers Defeated

It got Shoed?, feet the way everyone kidded him about his messy hair.
Even his girl horned in: "Nheedy, you shaggy stinker, yea lack confidence
you’re pasture prime Well). Paul felt pretty sheepish about this, so
he tried Wildroot Cream-Oil. Now he has confidence in
nanny situation because he knows his hair looks healthy
and handsome, the way Nature intended ... neat butt
not greasy. Wildroot Cream-Oil contains the Mort of
Lanolin, the very best part of Natures finest hair end
scalp conditioner. Try it yourself Butter get bottle or
tube of Wildroot Cream-Oil toda, With Wililrout on
sour haft, the girls will goat to any lengths for date
with you.
o/ 131 So. Harril lidI Rd, WithannIlk, N. Y.

Wildroot Cream-011
gives you confidence

GET YOUR WILDROOT

(TOMORROW: The Fullback,

AT THE’
TIRED OF WALKING/
Smnil down pnyment
gets you a :tr at
DICK LOYD
. . . Ex-JV Halfback

388 KIM

SPARTAN SHOP

April 10 1956 San Jose Coeds
Business Lecture
Father Duryea Series
Carole Rossi, SJS Soprano, To Sing
Father John S. Duryea, NewClass To Hear
man Club chaplain, will give the
Student Librarians To Attend Regional InC.arole
Little Opera
Guild Program Tonight
second in his series of talks on
A. Parton
soprano from SJS, will appear in the SJS production William A
Christian marriaile tomorrow
William A. Parton. of the First night following the regular Newwill be heard in two different roles of Menotti’a "The Telephone."
Conference
.AWS
Convention
To Hold
n the Little Opera Guild pre- Tickets for tonight’s concert are Federal Sasings and Loan Associ- man Club meeting.
700 members of the Dailey Auditorium with the noon Three San Jose State
4

$PAIRTAN DAILY

Toosclay,

ROSSI,

More than
Student Library Assistants Association oi Northern California will
convene at SJS Saturday for their
second annual conference.
Hosts for the conference are the
members of the Librarianship Department faculty and the school
111,rarians in tilts area Members of
Alpha Beta Alpha. librarianship
traternity, are acting as junior hostesses.
Sessial, v:11 be held in Morris

Show Slate
STUDIO
Famed r. zet N ze Ploy

"P IC N!C"
Starring
WILLIAM HOLDEN

KIM NOVAK

ROSALIND RUSSELL

UNITED ARTISTS
Surpasses Anyth,ng Eveq Rimed

THE CONOUEROR"

women
luncheon scheduled for the barh_e- skill attend the International Ascut area near the Women’s Gym. sociated
Women Students WestSJS President John T. NVahlquist
will txtend a welcome at 9’45 a.m. emn Regional Convention this
Morning speakers will be Mrs Mar- week at Colorado A and M ColIan Garthwaite. author of chil- lege
drei’!. books. and Miss Jessie Boyd
of thc University of California , Pea Cravat,. Kay von Tillow
School cf Librarianship.
and Ann Dutton, AWS president,
Those participating in the after- will take part in the workshops
noon group discussions will be Mrs. , starting Thursday and continu- I
Carmen Zimmerman, state libra- ng through Sunday.
!lam Miss Barbara Bent of the SJS
library staff; and Mrs. Virginia A national president will be ,
Tay lor. San Jose city’s children’s elected at the convention to serve
bbrarian.
for one year. Darlene Clay-ton is
Student operators of audio-visual the regional
director.
equipmerV also will attend the conTopics
to
be
discussed at the
ference. They will be taken on a
tour of the college Audio-Visual workshops cover activities of
Service Center by Dr. Richard AWS, rules, scope and the junior
Lewis.
college program.

sents An Evening at the Opera"
tonight at 8:15 o’clock in the Pale
Alto High School auditorium.
Miss Rossi will sing the role of
"Cherubino" in Act 1 of Mozart’s
The Marriage of Figaro" and "Gil(IS" in Act IV of Verdi’s "Rigolet
to " Also included on the program
will be scenes from "Aida," "Di(
Meistersinger" anal "I.a Forza Del
Destine."
Following her appearance with
the Little Opera Guild, Miss Rossi

on sale for $1.50. $1 and 75 cents.
They are available at Palo Alto
music stores, The Peninsula Box
Office and the Little Opera Guild
in Palo Alto.

Palo Alto YMCA Official
To Explain Group Work
Robert Allen, Palo Alto YMCA
executive secretary, will speak to
Tri Sigma members in the Men’s
Faculty Club at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow on group work and its job opportunities.
Allen will tell about the pres-

Psi Chi To Feature
’Freud Symposium
honorary psy-

ent job opportunities that this new
field in working with people offers throughout the state. lie also
will give the job requirements
and salaries. A question and answer period )vill follow the speech.

Psi Chi, national
chology society. will hold a meeting Fri
The main ea ure wilt
be a symposium on "American Interpretation of Freudian Principles."
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie will introduce
the panel which will consist of Dr.
George Mueneh, Dr. Keith Johnsgard and Dr. Thomas Parker.
Following the group discussion.
refreshments will be served.
The meeting will be held at tin.
Today is the deadline for entries in the Military Ball Queen
home of Dr. C. W. Telford. 230 S.
Contest, Darrel Clement, contest chairman, has announced.
17th St.

Contest Chairman Announces Today
Is Deadline for Military Queen Entries

Election of four finalists in the contest will be made by Army
and Air Force ROTC cadets on Thursday. Silver Sabers, Army ROTC
honor society, and Arnold Air Society, AFROTC honor group, are
sponsoring the scmi,finals.
Cadets wishing to make entries are reminded by Clement I.)f the

CAROLE ROSSI
. . to sing

WANE - SUSAN HAYWARD

nnounces
Twenty Promotions

College Regulations

544t4.
Wanted: one girl to share apart

meat with three others. Reasonable
rent. Utilities and phone e5tr:1
Near
college. Phone CV 5-2500
_
LOST

. .

SAN FERNANDO ST
Discount with ASS Cord .
730 - 5 00

SII9;
WALL-STREETER
FOOT PALS
)//,.
If you like shoes so comfortable you II forget you’re wearing them, and 0
you Irke shoes so well-groomed you can wear them anywhere . . you
like Foot Pots by Wall-Streeter They’re masterfully styled and expertly made
Try en ce-peter 4,Ji, . . at Heratalv. Sryle shovel available in llama Calf
woii leather sole, in black. cedar brown, or maplesizes 6 to 13, A to D

Herolds Invites Charge Accounts
Both Heralds stores are

An important meeting of the Oceupational Therapy Club will be I
held tomorrow, according to Marla
Barrett, publicity chairman of the
group.
The meeting, which will start at .

7 30 p m. in Room 1372. will be the
last formal meeting of the settlester. Final plans for the 0.T. picnic.
which is to he held May 19, will !
be made.
The meeting will he followed by
a social hour and refreshments will
-ƒ,rved. added Miss Barrett.

Officials To Describe
’Careers in Corrections’

As the most popular new brand in cigarette history, Winston gives
college smokers something special. It’s flavor the full, rich, tobacco flavor
you want in a cigarette. Along with finer flavor, Winston also brings you
a finer filter that workrigrWeribliliavor really gets through. Try Winston!
II

J. 011+....i.011 toACGO CO . WINSTON

members of Spar Ten

6"it tout/

Picnic at Meeting

.ƒ;’ƒ 7
la
10 I orrie.ion,
the topic of a speech to be given ;
Lost: Three notebooks, Math, Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. in Room
History, Philosophy Very valuable 21 Guest speakers from the De- !
to owner only. Phone (’Y 3-1575 : partment of Correction are Roland j
Wood. training office. and Robert
Lost: Men’s gold-wrist watch. Vi Lawson, personnel office. Any stuemity 01 Spartan City tennis courts. dents interested are invited to atTuesday, April 3 If found phone tend.
Cy 74916, or 032 S 7th *
Individual interview will be con
ducted Wednesday afternoon from
FOR SALE
1:30 to 3 o’clock in the Placement
Refrigerator-11-ft. Norge, 1955 Office.
Aii)one wishing an inter
bet.
room
reasonable.
1,15 ing
)iew ma) sign up in the Placement
7.663
Office in advance, according to Dr
"37 Plymouth. %ery good buy at T C. Esselstyn, professor of socio$75 AX 6,7831.
logy.

S LEATHERS

S
73 E

Easy to look at . . .
Easy to walk in

WINSTON km dte

wants manager trainee Full time position
ir summer months ALso part
time openings. evenings and Saturdays. No experience necessary
L’ar needed. Apply 10 a.m. sharp.
103 E San Fernando St , Room
20a. Monday - Saturday.
Ambitious young man, ear. permanent, part-time job. Established
photo firm Sales representation.
learn production also At least one
and a half years left in college

It’s

siEN’S STORE

CLASSIFIEDS

WANTED

Leather Supplies

Seriously Disabled Vets Receive Money
In Order To Build Wheelchair Homes

I

Wearever Company

For All Your

40 SOUTH FIRST’ STREET

Business Fraternity
Eta Epsilon Elects To Hold Initiation
New
Club Officers business
l’i Omega Pi, national honorary ’
teachers fraternity, will
New

following rules:
(1) The candidate must be unatofficers were elected re- ,
tonight
tached.
cently at an Eta Epsilon meeting. hold an informal initiation
(2) The candidate must atte,
The club IS a social organization at 7:30 o’clock in the Student Un
ion.
according
to
Crista
Jones,
fra
the Military Ball with the ca.b
for home economics majors and
CALIFORNIA
Alwternity president.
entering
her.
minors.
c,ne,scop. s,
Pledges are Nan Thompson
(3) A three by five inch photoTweri! \ cadets in the San Jose Pat O’Carroll is president; Bar"CAROUSEL"
graph of the candidate must ac- , State Air Force ROTC program I bara Ziebell, vice president; Doris Anne Jantzen, Mary Navarrctƒ
G MocRAE - SHIRLEY JONES
Louise Wilherding, Kay Hoa
company the entry form.
have received promotions, it was Wilkinson, secretary: Sallie Pets Mary
Also
ersen. treasurer; Sara Burdick, inson and Eric Larson.
announced
last
week.
"TEXAS LADY"
Promoted to the rank of C A3c historian; and Mary Lou Smith, Coke and coffee will be sem ƒ’.!
after the initiation.
are John W. Kohn. Jimmy L. Groth, reporter.
Smokers Violate
Dave W Parker. Gerald L Laub,
MAYFAIR
Therald E. Ward. Robert W. East,
Joseph Mosko, Paul F. Lhbble. Mi"SHACK ON 101"
D-----,’h’l
u
F. Willey, Jesse T. Maddock,
Smoking in Mor:-.
Terry Moore - Fronk Lovetoy
ditorium in violation of the rules John I. Salamida. Joe D. IlernanAlso-concerning smoking in college dez. John N. McKee, Roger C. An"AT GUNPOINT"
thc volt r.,r,
buildings has become a serious derson. Roy T. Makai, Larry L.
More than 4300 seriously disIn order to qualify for these
problem, according to Dean of ’ Stahl. Arthur J. Aparicio Jr.. Roabled
veterans
have
received
fedI
bert
W.
Foy,
Ronald
G.
Cannon
special grants, veterans must
Students Stanley C. Benz.
’
and
William
eral
grants
totaling
more
than
$41
B.
Sturgeon.
be entitled to compensation for
Violation of the smoking rules ’
EL RANCHO
million for ’wheelchair homes," permanent and total servicenot
only
increases
the
janitorial
_
_
Boll
James
Mason
Lucille
the Veterans Administration an- connected disability for the
work, but constitutes a fire haz!latinced recently.
"FOREVER DARLING".
loss, or loss of use, of both
ard. It is hoped that faculty mem- Engineer To Talk
As of Jan. 31, 1956, some 6050
legs due to certain specified
I bers who are in charge of activiveterans who need the aid of conditions.
-There’s
ays Tomorrow" ties in the auditorium, especially
wheelchairs. crutches, braces, or
in the evening, or who have On Aeronautics
VA also supplies model plai.
classes there, will do what they I
the like, had established their specifications and blueprints
can to see that there is no smok- I George Stuart, engineer from the eligibility for these special grants. such specially-adapted home,
TOWNE
ing in the auditorium or behind I Hiller Helicopter Inc , will speak
Of the 6030, 4327 already have which the veteran may use if 1.
I to members of the Student Society received grants and either have wishes.
the stage.
"FLAMENCO"
hImed or, Sae
Dr Benz stated that complaints of Automotive Engineers Wednes- moved into their homes or are
, have come to him and he thought I day in Room E105 at 7:30 p.m., In the process of building them.
I it wise to ask instructors for their according to Dean Schallen, stu- The remainer have not put their Methodist Pastor
Beauty and the Bull’
chairman.
plans into gffect yet.
Icooperation as well as that of the " dent
Stuart will speak on the topic, VA defrass 50 per cent of the To Talk at Chapel
students.
I "We have been getting good "Rotary Wing Realities, 1956." He cost of "wheelchair homes" for The Rev. (*nester Ilani, pa,tor
,1 cooperation from the students in will accompany his talk with a film eligible veterans up to maximum of the Willow Glen Methodist
servSARATOGA
relation to the appearance of the ’ and slides.
of $10,000, tinder irrants which Church, will speak at chapel
One Reward
campus. Many students eat their ;: mg,If you arc interested in attend- were first authorized in 1948. The ice tomorrow on The
Faith,"
Marilyn
1 "Earrings cf Madam De" I lunch on campus, but they have be ayouclub
do not necessarily have to average grant is $9482.
of the Christian
member, according to
Horan, publicity chairman, an; been careful to keep the school
These
"wheelchair
homes"
inChas. Boyer
nounced today.
1Schallen.
looking
neat,"
Dr.
Benz
stated.
corporate such special features ’ Faculty and students are Wel
Danoeille Darrieux
as ramps, instead of steps, door- corned to the non-denominational
,
ways wide enough to accommo- ’ services, sponsored by the $iudenƒ
Davis Invites Students
PATRONIZE YOUR
date a wheelchair, special bath- ’Christian Council, in the War Mrroom features and exercise rooms ’ moriai Chapel, east of the Men
For Annual Picnic Day
ADVERTISERS
equipped to meet the needs of I Gym. Services start at 1:30 p
,
:r
.:t
FOR RENT
CailfOrnla at Davis
are inviting
BOTH 00 FOR THIS CIOARETTE!
Furnished rooms $10-15 per college students throughout the
month_ Kitchen. Male students. I state to join them at Davis SaturNo drinking, smoking. CT 3-3308. ’ day, April 21. for the 43rd annual Cal Aggie Picnic Day.
Four bedroom house, furnished.
The picnic will
a morna56 S. 11th St. $125 per month.; ing parade, horse feature
show, livestock
IL 8-2935.
judging, a fashion show. exhibit,
Room in exchange for yard work. Ia combined band concert, a va406 S. 11th St.
t riety show, the 22nd annual runof the world’s largest one-day
$25 per month, rooms for boys. ning
Kitchen privileges, linen. 581 S. invitational high school track
meet, an intercollegiate swim
7th
. St.
- - meet, and ?talk dancing. A generAvailable for Fall. Attractive fa- al dance will conclude the day.
WINSTON
ƒ tidies for four girls. Two large
bedrooms. private kitchen, bath
TASTES GOOD
study. Reasonable 347 S. 12th S’ 0.1. Club To Plan
v..th

JOHN

glen, will speak to the Senior
Business Lecture class in Room
139 this afternoon at 12:30 o’clock
on the topic, "Functions of a Sav
ings and Loan Association."

/g C.
14444.4rrs

